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Abstract Innovation is disruptive, all of this influences the way we communicate, it streamlines the way we do business
and also socializes our way of interacting with people and it is much more connected these days than it has ever been.
Throughout the last century, it has taken numerous shapes and sizes, for example: being able to run the entire business on the
very first large mainframe computer to finding ways to connect using the client server architecture, as well as from emergence
of personal computers to contemporary-day most advanced digital business models, influencing pretty much every division
of the economy essentially supporting individuals and organizations to maximize their brand recognition on the value chain.
Anymore these days, with such an overwhelming majority of people, processes and intelligent product lines getting
completely connected to the Internet, an enormous amount of data is now being accumulated, attempting to make the last
decades IT infrastructures and applications fundamentally outdated. Therefore, it creates a burgeoning stumbling block
among business executives and IT managers across numerous organizations making them to remodel their enterprise IT
strategies that will really sustain the ever-increasing market standards and as such organizations are making every effort
pushing themselves to explore numbers of ways to meet such demands. Well into the age of the digital revolution, data is
indeed the primary source of fuel for several organizations that already is pushing the horizons of most of the 21st century
technologies. Furthermore, with a mission to serve customers in real time, it is quite valuable for businesses to always have
greater visibility of their daily operations through accelerating data to insight procedures. In order to overcome all of these
challenges, organizations really do need to optimize their enterprise landscape through implementing modern, technology
solutions, for example: Edge Computing Platforms designed and built to run Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning
models that effectively facilitate the massive amount of data to be processed in real time at just the edge of the device where
it has been generated. This introduces operations closer to the edge of a network, which really minimizes the physical
distance and time the data needs to be moved between things (device, smart product or any enterprise application) and cloud
storage that enables real-time sensing and improves decision making processes. This brings in enterprises to benefit
actionable insights and, at the same time, tends to increase operational efficiency, minimize cost, bring in real-time
intelligence and helps to reduce the response time to milliseconds, something that eventually generates a sustainable value
proposition for the designed to operate business process, creating the right edge to make each and every decision
instantaneously without relying heavily on cloud systems in order to get the instructions.
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1. Technology and Data Explosion
Evolution – Reality
The earliest use of computers [1] and the Internet [2] has
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occurred predominantly in governmental, educational and
research institutions. It wasn't until the 1980's [3] that this
newly emergent technology was made available to the crowd
in the form of desktop machines, operating systems and
software. The idea of accessing the internet was really
exciting, even if we didn't know exactly what to do with it.
Many still remember the ancient days of dial - up ("You've
Got Mail [4] ") with the coveted AOL CD, managing stacks
of floppy disks of any shape, color and size, and eventual
roll-outs of CD, DVD, USB, External Hard Drives, [5] and
so on. We still recall that - in the early days of the internet, [6]
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we used to sit there and wait for the Internet pages to load,
having to look for the web pages to respond in order to get
the information needed. Our initial understanding of data
was information that needed to be shared, stored, analyzed
and printed.
As technology has improved, computer systems [7] have
become progressively competent, reliable data storage,
computational power, something that has enabled highly
sophisticated possibilities to use it. Room-sized mainframe
computers processed data into printable reports to help
facilitate better organizational decision – making. The power
of computation grew into more sophisticated methods,
including the ability to use data to analyze itself. In
other words, what derivative value does the stacking of
data received by the Mars Land Rover [8] provide NASA
[9] engineers tasked with addressing the viability of
interplanetary space travel? [10] Data serves a more
pedestrian purpose within our atmosphere. It helps us to
order takeout’s, post pictures on Instagram, sell services and
products, and stay connected regardless of where we live.
We've ended up relying completely on the internet, to the
extent that this really consumes a much greater portion of our
personal time than we imagined.
The power of computation grew into more sophisticated
methods, including the ability to use data to analyze itself.
In other words, what derivative value does the stacking
of data received by the Mars Land Rover [8] provide NASA
[9] engineers tasked with addressing the viability of
interplanetary space travel? [10] Data serves a more
pedestrian purpose within our atmosphere. It helps us to
order takeout’s, post pictures on Instagram, sell services and
products, and stay connected regardless of where we live.
We have come to rely entirely on the internet, to the extent
that it consumes a much l.

Figure 1.

Technology Evolution [76]

The amount of data we produce every day is growing
rapidly - over the last 2 years, 90 percent [11] of the world's
data has been generated. It is estimated that we produce
around 2.5 exabytes [12] of data each day (2.5 exabytes =
2500 petabytes = 2.5 million terabytes = 2.5 Billion
gigabytes) - and continue to expand as videos, social media,
online surfing and corporate data collection are expected
to increase by 100 times by next year. Such expansion
puts businesses under enormous pressure to respond more

quickly to a global marketplace that not only generates high
volume data, [13] but also expects to reap its benefits [14].
In view of what that data is expected to do, the traditional
method of housing information in a static database is
becoming less viable. Maintaining competitive edge is as
much about keeping up with the 24/7 demands of businesses
and consumers as it is about investing in solutions that will
streamline operations.
Cloud computing [15] is technology's answer to the
on-premise infrastructure dilemma, replacing costly
hardware and software with the promise of making data
more affordable and efficient when housed off-site. As a
technology, Cloud computing creates a paradigm shift, [16]
utilizing highly optimized virtual data centers where
development platforms, servers, storage, software etc. are
accessed online and remain online.
Sending all this generated data directly to the cloud and
performing analytics on top of it creates limitations [17]
relative to latency, bandwidth, security, and offline networks.
Because these issues need to be resolved in order to make
data securely available in real time, the IT industry has
introduced an innovative solution known as “Edge
Computing” [18] - the next generation of information
management. EDGE computing can help organizations to
overcome data latency, provide real - time insights [19] and
lower operating costs by storing certain portions of critical
data right on the "EDGE," making it a key component of the
cloud infrastructure.

2. Accelerating Digital Business Models Edge Computing
Edge Computing [18] is indeed a high-performance [20]
distributed computing platform that allows the processing of
data generated from connected devices and sensors at the
source's "EDGE" for example: in which the data is produced.
Instead of always transferring the data to the cloud, it
processes the data on its own essentially becoming its own
mini data center. Utilizing Edge Computing, organizations
can process critical and sensitive data in real time, [21]
through applying Artificial Intelligence (AI) techniques and
machine learning algorithms that really can make perfect
sense out of this information.
Edge Computing [18] is indeed a high-performance [20]
distributed computing platform that allows the processing of
data generated from connected devices and sensors at the
source's "EDGE" for example: in which the data is produced.
Instead of always transferring the data to the cloud, it
processes the data on its own essentially becoming its own
mini data center. Utilizing Edge Computing, organizations
can process critical and sensitive data in real time, [21]
through applying Artificial Intelligence (AI) techniques and
machine learning algorithms that really can make perfect
sense out of this information. Utilizing Edge Computing,
organizations can process critical and sensitive data in real
time, [21] through applying Artificial Intelligence (AI)
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techniques and machine learning algorithms that really can
make perfect sens.
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leveraged across any enterprise application [27] or business
sector that actually produces data as well as needs real-time
information and insights in order to avoid latency. People are
also more likely to believe that EDGE Computing is also the
same thing as Fog Computing, [28] although both of these
are different. Just like in Edge Computing where each and
every device compute, stores, processes and analyzes
receiving data from its own source of data making it a mini
data center, whereas in fog computing, a specific centralized
system processes the information from multiple network
sources.

3. The Road to Innovation - Architecture
The quintessential framework [29] utilizing the EDGE
Computing platform primarily consists of three layers [30].
 Things or Data Sources
 Intelligence or Information Layer
 Knowledge or Actionable Insights
Figure 2. Edge Computing [77]

As you can see in today's digital ecosystem, [22] with the
evolution of the Internet of Things, [23] billions of connected
devices are producing data at such an explosive intensity,
fretting the boundaries of cloud computing and
infrastructures. In order to overcome these challenges, [17]
infrastructure corporations and service providers are
utilizing edge computing solutions to reduce some of the
pressure from their existing centralized data centers. This 'at
- the-source' [21] technological advancement eliminates the
ongoing problem of load limitations [17] for cloud
infrastructures and network by transforming a data center to
something like a source micro-hub or a network EDGE in
order to accelerate computational and analytical capabilities.
This whole ability to bypassing transmitting demands
undoubtedly continues to drive improved performance, [24]
quicker response time and much more innovation. On the
consumer side, the perfect example would be a smart
refrigerator, [25] which really informs you when it is out of
milk.
As more of a technology, almost every micro unit of the
EDGE data center [26] will have its own set of resources for
computation, storage and network operations without the
need of a stand-alone central location. This micro-platform
will indeed be predominantly responsible for handling daily
activities related specifically to:
 Networking
 Dynamic Routing
 Load Balancing
 Security
 Data Processing
There is already a common misperception that so many
people happen to believe that Edge Computing is often used
in the context of the Internet of Things (IoT) which is not
true, whereas the EGDE infrastructure can indeed be

Pertinently when divergent sources of information and
things connect to the networks, they are referenced and
known as the Internet of Things [31].
Things layer [32] makes a reference to each of the sources
of information which generates data, whether it is the smart
product, sensor systems, intelligent applications, machine
logs, social media feeds, and so on. which mostly comprises
of both Structured [33] and Unstructured [33] data.
The intelligence layer [34] is where most of the EGDE
data centers undertake networking, information processing,
computational as well as analytics activities much closer to
the source of the data. Even though they better connected,
Gateway will be the very first network device connected to
the internet which can be as proximate as a few meters away
or right at the data source. Furthermore, the very same
gateway makes the decision on which data that it needs to
send to the cloud and how much data it needs to process at
the EDGE data centers, for example, business critical data
processing related to operations, real-time sensor fusion and
control processing may very well taking place at the EDGE,
and therefore the data that could be processed at a latency
that draws attention to long-term business intelligence would
be sent to the cloud. Data Scientists [35] play a significant
role nowadays in engineering the machine learning
prototypes which will be further analyzed in and around the
very large data sets readily accessible in the cloud. Later all
of these intelligent designs will be implemented in and
around the Edge data center in order to extract meaningful
information from the real-time sources of data.
In Knowledge layer, valuable information generated from
the machine learning models makes it possible for business
executives take full advantage [36] of this knowledge and
insight in order to make more informed decisions for the
organization. This very same strategic approach opens up
opportunities to transform customer loyalty programs,
assimilate flight delay forecasts, perform complex medical
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imaging research, and enforce fraud prevention algorithms.
Through the use of Artificial Intelligence techniques, the
substantial accessibility of cloud sources for secure data
storage and the availability of cost-effective computational
power makes it happen in transforming the entire businesses
to create new smart applications which really deliver true
business value [37] by

Figure 3.

Edge Computing Architecture

In Knowledge layer, valuable information generated from
the machine learning models makes it possible for business
executives take full advantage [36] of this knowledge and
insight in order to make more informed decisions for the
organization. This very same strategic approach opens up
opportunities to transform customer loyalty programs,
assimilate flight delay forecasts, perform complex medical
imaging research, and enforce fraud prevention algorithms.
Through the use of Artificial Intelligence techniques, the
substantial accessibility of cloud sources for secure data
storage and the availability of cost-effective computational
power makes it happen in transforming the entire businesses
to create new smart applications which really deliver true
business value [37] by utilizing the new paradigm shift of
EDGE Computing platforms.

4. Enabling the Implementation –
Benefits and Opportunities
Edge Computing is indeed the next big thing [38] where so
many businesses are still in the early stages trying to figure
out how they could overcome the limitations [17] of the
classical cloud infrastructure architecture as well as find it
hard to understand where they can really leverage the whole
new paradigm to end up making the most out of their
businesses.
While business
momentum increases
through
instantaneous turnaround time becoming a crucial
competitive edge for several industries edge computing will
enable organizations overcome data latency, [39] generate
real-time insights as well as lower production costs while

processing certain segments of critical data right on the edge,
attempting to make it a crucial component of cloud
infrastructure.
Below are the major benefits [40] which EDGE computing
can bring it to your business.
 Real Time Intelligence
Utilizing edge computing architecture, the large
percentage of mission critical business data resides on the
periphery where it has been generated and analyzed in real
time. Intelligent devices connected to the Internet of Things
and Cloud would have to make accurate decisions [41] in the
blink of the eye despite having to wait for information to be
obtained from cloud networks, because every single
nanosecond of data latency will cost companies hundreds of
thousands of dollars.
Edge Computing's very fundamental function would be to
reduce network load and at the same time to have analytics
tools right on the edge of the source of data, eliminating the
latency [39] to move business critical data back and forth
over the network for each and every transaction, bringing in
quicker decision-making and measurable insights. This is
really the fundamental principle under which autonomous
vehicles [42] continuously communicate with the ginormous
data flooding around them and make important real-time
driving decisions [43] without having to depend on the
responses from servers located in the cloud, because all the
essential computation actually occurs in the EGDE.
 Lower Operational Costs
Utilizing Edge computing, enterprises can reduce the
amount of bandwidth [44] they use between Things, Edge
Data Centers and Cloud platforms. The raw data
accumulated from data sources is therefore no longer
required to move to cloud storage which ultimately results in
reduced internet traffic and costs associated [45] with it.
Companies would still get to choose, which key business
services, information collected can be processed, analyzed at
the edge, as well as which data could be sent to the cloud,
resulting in a lower cloud-related infrastructure and
maintenance costs which eventually avoid unnecessary
workload and therefore increases the efficiency.
 Scalability
With the increasing percentage of connected devices
trying to generate massive amounts of data, therefore it is
always challenging for corporations to anticipate the need to
provide IT infrastructure in order to ramp up their business
operations as well as maximize the performance of the
systems. EDGE Computational platforms empower
organizations [46] to broaden their existing infrastructure
footprint and computing capabilities. Furthermore, through
the use of cloud-based solutions and EDGE computing
frameworks, businesses can transform [47] its operations
with EDGE data centers on a pre-integrated level with
processing, storage, networking, energy and cooling
resources explicitly capable of delivering any complicated
business operations throughout different industry sectors.
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All of these Edge Data Centers [48] can then be
personalized to just about any capacity and could be
deployed anywhere depending on your business operations,
clearly outlined data regulations and policies of the
organization.
 Security
Security, one of the primary cornerstones throughout all
companies and perhaps the greatest dread about cloud
computing is that it is not protected, something that makes
more and more organizations to this day operate their
businesses inside traditional databases to dodge cloud
frameworks. EDGE technology tackles security and
compliance [49] requirements for so many industries,
particularly whereby data sources expose crucial sensitive
personal information, health records as well as proximity
monitoring related information, all of which can be collected,
processed closer to the device through EDGE data centers
rather than just to be sent. Then again, with all the
overwhelming number of gadgets connected, the EDGE
computing data centers become widely distributed, and there
is also an incredible likelihood that some data centers can be
breached, with either the intelligent gizmos becoming the
entry point [50] for digital assaults.
It is critically important the safety of edge devices through
enforcing security procedures [51]
 Licensed Authorized Access
 Network, Infrastructure and Equipment Security
 Encryption of software and data.
 Techniques for recuperation in case of emergency.
Keep in mind "More Devices contributes to More
Challenges," IT Security procedures [52] should therefore
handle which device can connect directly the network and in
what environment. All these strategies should always be
enforced across organizations to safeguard EDGE Data
Centers in good enough condition to provide further
protection to themselves and their customers in the long
term.

5. Driving Business Value – Now and the
Future
As we've already seen, sophisticated edge computing
technology continues to power the storage, computation,
intelligence and networking resources right at the edge of the
data source. The number of companies incorporating EDGE
platforms as part of their organization's long-term strategy
[53] is increasingly rising day by day. By 2022, [54] 75% of
the data collected by companies will indeed be processed and
analyzed outside of the cloud data centers.
There are several instances whereby edge computing
could bring in tremendous value to a wide range of
industries.
 Augmented Reality
It seems that we are still very much in the early stages to
maximize the true potential of Augmented Reality [55].
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Thanks to the Edge Computing and 5G network [56] that
happens to make AR diversified throughout sectors of the
economy.
"Augmented Reality is indeed the integration of digital
information that superimposes graphics above that of the
physical world."
One prominent Augmented Reality [55] application
scenario, which really captured everyone else's interest was
"Pokémon Go," [57] something that made people a reason to
race around it and catch Pokémon. It is indeed a game which
always uses a GPS signal to detect your positioning and your
smartphone screen to present Pokémon [57] into the world of
reality. Therefore, depending on the location identified and
the latitude and longitude coordinates recorded by that of the
smartphones sensors in built, the application supplies the
user with the relevant information which would then be
automatically superimposed [58] using your mobile camera.
As a result, the edge computing platform will accelerate the
performance of numerous such AR applications through
delivering highly analyzed important data relevant to the
user's point of information, high computational power and
storage capabilities right at the edge.
 Autonomous Vehicles
Autonomous Vehicles [42] are amongst the most complex
applications which really utilize EDGE Computing,
Artificial Intelligence techniques and machine learning
algorithms, making millions of complex calculations each
second through analyzing terabytes of data related to
location and weather forecasts, at the very same time
communicating with several other vehicles on the road. Edge
computing technology plays a very important role [59] in
guaranteeing how information is processed and
communicated to many other vehicles in real-time by
eliminating latency for the smooth and controlled operation
of vehicles.
The automotive industry has already invested billions of
dollars [60] in the whole of technology, and industry giants
already are making a concerted effort in order to bring this
self-driving vehicle a consumer reality before 2022.
 Drones
The use of artificial intelligence is already making our
lives increasingly efficient by attempting to bring innovation
to reality including such as Drones [61]. It is indeed a light
aircraft without the need for a human pilot on board,
generally built and run by remote control.
Envision about what it would be when you purchase your
breakfast online and watch the drone deliver that order at
your window [62]. Isn't really that amazing? Technological
advances are at its highest quality. Today, real-time
platforms may not empower drones to fly higher, however,
instead lead them to improved access control which really
encourages different businesses to allow using of drone
fleets across large enterprise regions, making them "the
future of delivery." [63]
Edge's computing framework tends to help in order to
overcome the challenges involved with both the deployment
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and optimization of drone fleets while performing out
intelligence, processing, storage and networking operations
right at the edge of drones, [64] because each edge node
could really execute analytics, navigation, collaboration,
signaling and control operations.
 Industrial Automation
Well into the world of industrial production after
mechanization, electrification, and computerization, the
Internet of Things has been at the heart and driving factor
and today what we describe it as Fourth Industrial
Revolution [65]. Throughout all these industrial revolutions,
one thing that is absolutely common, seems to be that factory
owners are almost always trying to find ways to improve
productivity and greatly reduce costs, which ultimately
resulted in technological advances to greatly benefit their
business model.
Edge Computing offers a wide range of economic
advantages to automation touch with reality applications as
when the processing of real-time data accumulated from
machine sensors [66] right on the edge could indeed lead to
reduced maintenance costs, continued to improve the
accuracy of the supply chain, regulated material production,
increased demand, elevated operational efficiency and
smoother response to service.

6. Edge Connectivity - Data Centers
The phrase EDGE makes a reference to IT infrastructure
as well as data center facilities wherein the Internet of Things
corresponds to smart products, sensors and information
gathered from devices and observations extracted from them.
We are very much in the early days of the EDGE data center
markets [67] and perhaps the prototypes are still rapidly
changing, however below are the three most prominent
examples of data centers around the world currently
available in the market.
 Micro Data Center
Micro Data Centers [68] are efficient and secured
computing facilities each of which is seamlessly integrated
and provide multipurpose IT solutions that include all of
the power required, storage, security and corresponding
maintenance resources within one unit. Micro Data Centers
empower businesses [69] to take full advantage of the
enterprise applications right at the edge of the device.
A prime example of the Micro Data Center can be used
in industrial automation [70] for system-to-machine
information sharing.
 Modular Data Center
Modular Data Centers [71] are streamlined and scalable
data centers all of which can be deployed anywhere around
the world and are highly beneficial for medium and
small-sized enterprise applications. Each modular data
center is infinitely scalable [72] for rapid deployment, which
can take up to a few weeks, and perhaps a good example of

such a Modular data center can indeed be connected to the
utility Sub Station power grid [73].
 Portable Data Center
Portable data centers [74] are primarily another type of
mission critical data center commonly installed within 20, 40
or 50-feet container filled to the brim with network
infrastructure which can be delivered utilizing standard
shipping procedures. All such Portable Data Centers are
generally weather resistant and fortified, several of which are
deployed in remote locations [75] and can be used in a
multitude of industrial sectors, including those of the
government sector for emergency preparedness, the armed
forces in war zones, and many more.

7. Conclusions
Organizations are taking positive steps to accomplish the
mission of benefiting clients through outstanding services,
and therefore are making each and every attempt to gain
actionable insight by having to process data in real time by
supplanting legacy networking systems with today's most
advanced technology solutions. Doing so makes it easier
them to eliminate network latency, lower operating costs,
enhance interoperability and control access, making
businesses to upscale in terms of market share and greatly
increasing return on investment. Edge Computing has now
become the latest major thing where more and more
businesses are still in the early stages trying to figure out how
they could overcome the constraints of traditional cloud
technology architecture and find it hard to understand where
they could utilize the whole new paradigm to make the most
out of their businesses. Utilizing Artificial Intelligence
approaches, the vast accessibility of cloud sources for data
storage and cost-effective computational power makes the
company to transform into Future-centric advanced
computing platforms in order to create new smart
applications that deliver sustainable business value.
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